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ABSTRACT:
One of the most important aspects when performing architectural documentation of cultural heritage structures is the accuracy of
both the data and the products which are generated from these data: documentation in the form of 3D models or vector drawings. The
paper describes an assessment of the accuracy of modelling data acquired using a terrestrial phase scanner in relation to the density
of a point cloud representing the surface of different types of construction materials typical for cultural heritage structures. This
analysis includes the impact of the scanning geometry: the incidence angle of the laser beam and the scanning distance. For the
purposes of this research, a test field consisting of samples of different types of construction materials (brick, wood, plastic, plaster,
a ceramic tile, sheet metal) was built. The study involved conducting measurements at different angles and from a range of distances
for chosen scanning densities. Data, acquired in the form of point clouds, were then filt(ered and modelled. An accuracy assessment
of the 3D model was conducted by fitting it with the point cloud. The reflection intensity of each type of material was also analyzed,
trying to determine which construction materials have the highest reflectance coefficients, and which have the lowest reflection
coefficients, and in turn how this variable changes for different scanning parameters. Additionally measurements were taken of a
fragment of a building in order to compare the results obtained in laboratory conditions, with those taken in field conditions.

1.

INTRODUCTION

As with any measurement technique, TLS measurements are
not perfect and subject to errors caused by different factors
affecting the measurement process. Determining the sources
of errors in terrestrial laser scanning measurements is
complicated due to the large number of such factors, and the
fact that they are usually interlinked. the complexity of this
issue is enhanced by the fact that different laser scanners use
different measurement methods, for example, they operate at
different wavelengths and using different beam deflection
units. Careful examination of all of these factors and the
errors being introduced into the data, provides a solid basis
for assessing the quality of these data and the performance
parameters of the scanner, which is necessary when deciding
on the suitability of TLS for a particular application. The
most definitive indication of the quality of the data is
described by the accuracy, i.e. the degree of consistency
between the measurement and the true value of the measured
quantity (Iavarone 2002 r.). In TLS you can use the term
"precision of the 3D coordinates of points in the point cloud"
as an appropriate indicator of data quality. Because TLS is a
technique for measuring area/a surface, and the final product
of the laser scanning is often a 3D model, we can use the
term "accuracy of the model" as an appropriate indicator of
the quality of the information obtained through laser
scanning. In both cases, the accuracy reflects the level of
compliance between the data or the model and the real world.
Sources of measurement errors include instrumental errors
resulting from the construction of the scanning device. The
accuracy is also affected by errors originating from both the
laws of physics that affect the operation of the laser and the
system directing the beam, as well as errors related to the
mechanics of the scanner, i.e. the laser's optical system

errors, system errors associated with sending a laser beam.
Measurement errors can also result from improper data
acquisition techniques, eg. an inadequate selection of
measurement stations and their number, or the wrong choice
of scanning density relative to the accuracy requirements.
Undoubtedly, parameters such as the intensity of the
reflection beam, angle of incidence and surface properties
(material, surface roughness) influence the final result of the
process of obtaining the point cloud and its subsequent
processing (Reshetyuk, 2006). The following describes these
sources of error in more detail.
2.

ANALYSIS OF FACTORS AFFECTING THE
ACCURACY OF TLS

2.1. Review of factors affecting the accuracy of TSL
Terrestrial laser scanning is a technique of recording data
using reflectorless distance measurement. Therefore, one of
the main sources of error is the reflectivity of the scanned
surface - SNR (Signal-to-noise ratio). It is defined as the ratio
of the emitted and reflected signals. The SNR is also affected
by: the material properties associated with the electrical and
magnetic permeability, the color of the surface, the laser
wavelength λ, the surface roughness, which depends on the
wavelength and frequency, polarization, the surface
temperature and surface moisture (Thiel et al., 2004 ).
Additionally, the intensity of the reflection and the accuracy
of coordinate measurements from the point cloud are directly
affected by the scanning geometry. The number of elements
that describe the point cloud is dependent on the density of
the cloud, which in turn depends on the parameters of the
scan, i.e. the angular resolution, but also on the angle of
incidence and distance to the subject. The density of the point
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cloud decreasees with an increeasing distance and an increasiing
angle of incideence (Lindenbeergh et al., 2005
5).
The angle of incidence of thhe beam is deffined as the anngle
between the nnormal, directedd toward the tesst surface, and the
direction of thhe laser beam (S
Soudarissananee et al, 2007). T
The
angle of inciddence on the suurface affects th
he scanning beeam
diameter. Thee ideal scanningg conditions arre those in whhich
the scanner beeam falls at a rigght angle to the scanned objectt.
Measurement errors are allso affected by
b environmenntal
p
humid
dity, lighting orr
factors such ass temperature, pressure,
vibrations. T
The basic pheenomenon thatt occurs in the
b
As a resuult,
atmosphere is the propagatioon of the laser beam.
a deformation of the returninng pulse occurs weakening of the
T
is due to the occurrencee of
intensity of thhe laser light. This
Rayleigh and Mie scatteringg, as well as the
t absorption of
water vapor aand CO2, O3 (R
Rueger, 1990). When measuriing
in unfavorablee weather condditions, 'dropo
out pixel' or 'faalse
return' phenom
mena can be obsserved. (Granth
ham et al, 1997))
3.

RES
SEARCH

Research worrk was perform
med to analyzze the impact of
external factorrs and scan paraameters to the resultant
r
accuraacy
of 3D models. The work was carried out on a test field andd on
a real structurre. Measuremennts were taken using the FAR
RO
Focus 3D phaase scanner.
The test field cconsists of a selection of the most
m popular typpes
of materials uused in construuction. These include: differrent
types of elevaation plaster, brrick, sheet metaal, plastic, clinkker
brick, glazed tile and wood (fig. 1). The samples
s
variedd in
size, shape aand colour. Soome elements were flat, soome
spherical and some cylindrical. Chosen sam
mples are shownn in
figure 1:

Figure 1. Test field conssisting of different materials
E
of
Textures of maaterials were allso analyzed. Examples
different typess of plaster are shown
s
in figurees 2 and 3:

Figure 3. Grainn plaster test
Measurements
M
were
w
taken at diifferent inciden
nt angles of thee
laser’s beam an
nd from a raange of distan
nces. At first,,
measurements of
o the test fieeld were takeen at differentt
sccanning distances. The chosenn distances aree 5, 10, 15, 200
an
nd 25 meters. Next,
N
measurem
ments were taken
n with differentt
sccanning angles. In this case, tthe scanner waas set up at 100
meters from th
he test field and its position remainedd
nchanged throu
ughout this partt of the experiiment. The testt
un
fieeld was then rotated by 1 5° relative to
o the previouss
measurement. Ass a result the te
test field was measured
m
at sixx
different angles: 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°.. The scanningg
prrocess was con
nducted with different scanning intervals::
1,53mm ; 3,07 mm,
m 6,14mm; 77,67 mm, in orrder to analyzee
s
density
ty, the errors in fitting with thee
the affect of the scanning
po
oint cloud and
d the intensity values for varied scanningg
an
ngles.
Ass a result, 30 scanned
s
scenes were generateed. Their initiall
prrocessing consissted of filteringg the point cloud
d, which meanss
eliiminating red
dundant measuurement pointts and noisee
registered by the scanner. It waas crucial to rem
move all pointss
wh
hich were not on the surfacee of the test field in order too
reduce coarse errrors when modeelling this surfaace. An analysiss
s
showeed, that differen
nt samples havee
off the modelled surfaces
different errors when
w
fitted witth the point clo
oud, dependingg
n the type of maaterial making uup that surface.
on
In
n order to com
mpare the ressults obtained in laboratoryy
measurements with
w their futuree practical imp
plementation inn
fieeld conditions,, measurementts were taken of a culturall
heeritage structurre constructed with a numbeer of differentt
materials, includiing: light, dark and grain plastter, plastic, tiless
nd plastic and metal
m
railings. A
All of these eleements are alsoo
an
prresent on the test
t
field and therefore it was
w possible too
co
onduct a compaarative analysiss of the results obtained from
m
bo
oth measuremen
nt phases.

3.1. Analyssis of the resultts
A comparison an
nd accuracy asseessment of acqu
uiring data for
architectural structures was carri
ried out on a gen
nerated 3D
model for all test samples. (fig. 44)

Figure 2. Accrylic plaster tesst
Figure 4. Model of the surface oof the acrylic plaster test
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The mean valuue of the error in fitting the model
m
to the pooint
cloud was caalculated, as well
w
as the meean value of the
reflection inteensity. These studies have proven that the
scanning distaance has a veery significant influence on the
fitting errors.
ng parameters: the
Analyses weree based on twoo basic scannin
angle of the bbeam and the distance.
d
Graphs below show tthe
results of thesee analyses.

4.

NCLUSIONS
CON

Sttudies have sho
own that scanni
ning distance haas a substantiall
im
mpact on the vaalue of the errrors of fitting the
t model withh
measuring pointss. Together witth an increase in
i the scanningg
distance, the num
mber of points representing th
he surface of a
The precision with whichh
given material decreases. T
individual pointss are measured also decreasess, as a result off
wh
hich one is th
hicker. This ‘thhickness of th
he point cloud,,
deetermines the accuracy of the approximation
n of the surfacee
off the given samp
ple. The greater
er this is, the greeater the fittingg
errors. Thereforee, for the greate
test scanning distance
d
– 25m,,
the fitting errors indicate the loowest accuracy
y for individuall
saamples of the teest field. The cconducted reseaarch shows thee
naature of the relaationship betweeen the reflectio
on intensity andd
the distance betw
ween the scanneer and the meassured structure..
Fo
or all of the sttudies sampless, an increase in
i the distancee
caauses a decreasee in the reflectioon intensity.
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